
 Do no harm 
Maximize Value 

 Support Generator

Use & Value of Organic Amendments



 Field
 Soil - compaction, contaminants??

 Crops
 Direct damage  -over crop application, 

interow application,
 Fertility damage due to too many/too few 

nutrients, uneven application, lack of 
nutrients in setback zones 



 Infrastructure
 Laneways, roads, bridges

 Reputation/Cost
 Spill consequences 
 Regulatory Process
 Annoying neighbours etc





 Crops
 Nutrients -macro and micro 
 Some (N) are lost over time 
 Challenges with material consistency 
 Challenges with application evenness (history repeats)

 Organic benefits
 Hard to value, easily offset by “Harm”

 Other economic benefits





 Generator needs to demonstrate material is properly 
managed 
 Rules likely to tighten for
 P application, winter and shoulder season spreading
 Ag materials applied off farm unit (need Nutrient 

Management plan everywhere)

 Generator may be looking to utilize less valuable 
materials (such as all liquids from a municipal digester)



“called the megafarms “outrageous” and said, if 
something isn’t done “they are going to kill us””



 Often (with agriculture) generator is same entity as 
applicator but this is likely to reduce due to land cost, 
size of facilities and need to further distribute P

 Why will receiver “put up” with additional #$%@???
 Value must exceed Harm
 Receiver may invest to support (example build 

storage) provided good long term contract
 Generator / Receiver may rely on good custom 

applicator to complete
 Process will happen (no other viable alternative) 



 Manure picked up from 80 local 
dairy and swine operations

 20% off-farm added
 Delivered back to livestock farms 

and 40 cash crop operations
 Parallel concept for large 

digesters in Ontario (little/no 
manure, treated as fertilizer)
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